
Demonizing Tour Coaches a Disservice to Gridlock Debate 
 

Andrew Clark’s August 21 article: “Looking to live outside the law? Become a tour bus operator” 

certainly proves the old adage that you should never let the facts get in the way of a good rant. 

 

His argument that tour bus operators are somehow immune to parking laws is not only utterly 

false, it ignores the fact that buses are actually discriminated against in the parking fine 

structure. 

 

First, had he bothered to do a quick check with Toronto’s parking enforcement staff he would 

have found that last year they issued hundreds of tickets to coaches.  So while he may never 

have seen a coach getting a ticket, and even accuses anyone who would suggest that the law is 

equally applied to coaches of being either “a pathological liar or merely trying lying out for the 

first time”, it would seem that he is the one who is fabricating facts. 

 

Second, it’s worth noting that if you illegally park a car, or a van, or even a fully loaded tractor 

trailer, the fine is generally $60.  However, if you’re a bus, it’s a $300 fine.  The $300 fine only 

applies to buses, and it’s discriminatory and unfair.  So in fact, rather than being above the law, 

coaches are actually subject to far harsher penalties than any other type of vehicle. 

 

To be clear, while it is illegal for a coach to park on city streets outside designated parking 

areas, it is NOT illegal for them to stop while they are in the active process of loading or 

unloading.  While some coach drivers do get tickets for parking illegally (as do couriers, trucks, 

and yes, even cars) the vast majority obey the law while trying to do a difficult job, balancing 

the need to obey the law, keep traffic flowing, and serve their passengers. 

 

But the fact is coaches do need to stop to pick up and drop off passengers at a variety of 

locations, hotels, restaurants, theatres, ball-games, etc, because the passengers on board have 

a right to access these locations.  And those businesses have a right to have their customers 

access their facilities.  It is unrealistic to expect people being dropped at a hotel to walk any 

number of blocks with their luggage in tow, or to expect a group to walk through a rainstorm to 

reach a theatre or restaurant.  Mr. Clark may denigrate them as “slot-machine zombie 

passengers” but the truth is that they and the businesses they patronize have as much right to 

the use of our transportation infrastructure as he does. 

 

Our city, and the GTA in general, faces serious transportation challenges, there’s no doubt 

about it.  The challenge for governments is to balance all of the competing needs - trucks, 

transit vehicles, cyclists, couriers, waste collection, school buses, automobiles, and yes, even 

tour buses. 

 

Demonizing one segment of the community and scapegoating them by spreading 

misinformation is not only biased and unfair, it’s also hardly a good basis for the “adult 

conversation” we need to be having about fixing gridlock.  The Globe’s readers deserve better. 


